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      The text is clear and supports students at the beginning of their research journey with planning the design and recapping on their studies from the foundation degree.




  
          Miss Tracey Canham




              


    
      



 


 
      There was a reasonable match with (some of) the materail in a new course entitled : Research Organisation & Management being developed for new PG students.




  
          Professor Richard Howard McClatchey




              


    
      



 


 
      I found this a nice easy book.  It dealt with a number of areas students often struggle on.




  
          Mrs Joanne Martin




              


    
      



 


 
      This publication is essential for novices engaging in research. It explains the terminologies used in the research process, and summarises core points which is key for credible researchers.




  
          Ms Michelle Robinson




              


    
      



 


 
      Very user friendly text which allows students to gain an understanding of the initial concepts we discuss in classes. Have used the chapter on Research questions and aims as this appears to help students visualise what they are trying to achieve.




  
          Dr Margaret-Anne Houston




              


    
      



 


 
      Easy to read- excellent text




  
          Professor Jennifer O&#039;Neil




              


    
      



 


 
      I have adopted Dr. John Cresswell book: "Research design: Qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods approaches."




  
          Dr Ernesto Rosario-Hernandez




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a straightforward and comprehensive read laid out in a logical order. The objectives and summary for each chapter are particularly useful, especially the 'terms used' box.




  
          Mrs Ann Jones




              


    
      



 


 
      very useful and will adopt for my research module for social work students, like the language and format of the book.




  
          Mr Peter Heath




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a good introductory book which takes a thoughtful look at the research process.  Particularly useful is the exploratory nature of the text that constantly questions the reader and emphasises the numerous perspectives that exist when considering the research process.  The ‘Points to Consider’ and ‘Questions to Ask’ boxes remind one of the contentious nature of research.  The advisory tone of the book enables the student to gain a broad appreciation of the research process.



  
          Dr Alaster Douglas




              


    
      



 


 
      I liked this book and would put it on our reading list but would still recommend the Hek and Moule text as an introductory text for my undergraduates but it is still a good introductory text especially for scientic research




  
          Mrs Julie Woodley




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a very easy to read and a great to understand book. It answers those in the back of your head practical questions as you read without complicating the process of doing research.




  
          Mr Francois Watson




              


    
      



 


 
      recommended to students on a research module.




  
          Miss Leanne Morrison




              


    
      



 


 
      Good book with clear information about all the research stages




  
          Mrs Jacqueline Dodding




              


    
      



 


 
      Very good and easy to read for my current students. Excellent resource!




  
          Mr Tyrone Perry-Harry




              


    
      



 


 
      The book arrived yesterday , a complete guide to research school as its A-Z guide in research methodology, highly essential




  
          Ms Uma Uturaju




              


    
      



 


 
      Essential reading for higher level students. Paul Oliver enables readers to start at the beginning and continue on through the research process in a logical and articulate manner encouraging even the most nervous researcher to fulfil their research potential.




  
          Mrs Chelle Davison




              


    
      



 


 
      Aimed at final year undergraduates, this book is a useful resource.




  
          Mrs Mary Paget




              


    
      



 


 
      course did not run




  
          Mr Michael Williams




              


    
      



 


 
      this textbook is useful to all students on degree programmes




  
          Mrs Joan Wordsworth
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.

The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.
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    SAGE Research Methods is a research methods tool created to help researchers, faculty and students with their research projects. SAGE Research Methods links over 175,000 pages of SAGE’s renowned book, journal and reference content with truly advanced search and discovery tools. Researchers can explore methods concepts to help them design research projects, understand particular methods or identify a new method, conduct their research, and write up their findings. Since SAGE Research Methods focuses on methodology rather than disciplines, it can be used across the social sciences, health sciences, and more.
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